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Metropcs zte blade z max

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Josh Miller/CNET Today, ZTE is launching the Blade Z Max on MetroPCS, a prepaid phone that features a large screen, dual-camera setup and fingerprint reader on the back. It will be available in stores from August 28. For an inexpensive phone to pack that type of
hardware, you would expect the price to be around the range of $200-$300, such as the $230 Motorola Moto G5 Plus ($150 on Amazon) or the $280 Alcatel Idol 5S. But the new Blade Z Max reduces the price range even further by $129. View all photos +4 More Compared to the other two phones, it features a larger
screen of 6 inches and a 4,080mAh battery that promises 31 hours of usage time. Its two cameras on the back take dramatic bokeh photos and monocolor images that highlight a color. However, its larger display comes with slightly lower resolution and its 1.4 GHz processor is not as powerful as the other two. (For a full
comparison, check out the table below). Still, for a 6-inch phone with dual cameras and a large battery, $129 is very cheap. We'll update this part when we test your phone's battery life in our labs, but if you're a prepaid user and you're on the market for a cheap device, consider blade Z Max. ZTE Blade Z Max Motorola
Moto G5 Plus Alcatel Idol 5S Screen Size, 6-inch Resolution; 1,920x1,080 pixels 5.2 inches; 1,920x1,080 pixels 5.2 inches; 1,920x1,080 pixels Pixel density 367ppi 424ppi 424ppi Dimensions (Inches) 6.54x3.33x 0.33 5.9x2.9x0.3 inches 5.85x2.79x Dimensions 0.29 inches Dimensions (millimeters) 166.12x84.58x8.32
mm 150.2x74x7.7 mm 148.6x70.8x7.4 mm Weight (ounces, grams) 6.17 oz, 175g 5.5oz, 155g 5.25oz; 149g Android Mobile Software 7.1.1 Nougat Android 7.0 Nougat Android 7.1 Nougat Camera 16 megapixels; 2MP 12MP Front Camera &amp; 12MP Front 8MP 5MP 8MP Video Capture 1080p 1080p 1,080p
Processor 1.4GHz Octa-Hz Core Qualcomm Snapdragon MSM89402GHz octa-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 2GHz octa-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 Storage 32GB 32GB (UK and US), 64GB (US ONLY) 32GB RAM 2GB 2GB at 32GB (US model). 3 GB in 32 GB (British model) or 4 GB at 64 GB (US model) 3
GB of expandable storage 128 GB 128 GB up to 512 GB of battery 4,080mAh 3,000mAh 2,620mAh Fingerprint Sensor Back Cover Under Screen USB-C Micro-USB USB-C Rear Cover Connector Special Features N/A Dual-SIM , dual splash-proof speakers Out-of-contract price (USD) $139 $229 (32GB); $299 (64GB)
$280 $280
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